1- Have you read that famous book by Nathaniel Hawthorne? ______ it right now.(I/read).

2- I usually ______ the bus to work, but yesterday I ______ my bicycle. (take/ride).

3- I______five miles each day. (run).

4- Nigel ______ to Germany four years ago, and he ______ back to England since then. (go/not come).

5- Will you be there tomorrow? No, I’m afraid I ______ there. (not be)

6- ______ (you/speak) French? Not really. I ______ French in school, but I ______ it in ten years. (learned/not speak).

7- What ______ when it started to rain? I was sailing down the Thames. (you do).

8- When you ______ I was just having a bath. (call).

Soluciones:
1- I’m reading  2-take; rode   3-run
4-went; hasn’t come  5-won’t be
6-Do you speak; learned; haven’t spoken
7- Were you doing   8-called